RNA-induced transformation of the estrogen receptor detected by a monoclonal antibody which recognizes the activated receptor.
The effect of RNA and polyribonucleotides on the estrogen receptor from fetal guinea pig uterus was studied through the analysis of the sedimentation properties of this receptor and its interaction with the monoclonal antibody D547. Different exogenous RNAs (calf thymus RNA, yeast RNA and rabbit liver transfer RNA) were able to induce a transformation of the 9S native receptor to 4.5-7S sedimenting forms in low salt sucrose density gradients, as activating factors such as temperature and time do. This transformation was prevented by 20mM sodium molybdate. Moreover, the RNA treated receptor was partially recognized by the monoclonal antibody D547. This antibody, as was demonstrated previously, selectively reacts with the activated form of this receptor. When different homo-polyribonucleotides were tested, the effect depended on their composition. In contrast, DNA did not affect either the sedimentation properties of the receptor or its reaction with the antibody. These observations suggest that RNA induces a dissociation of the 9S receptor and that at least one of the resulting forms is the activated receptor. However, RNA and polyribonucleotides inhibited the receptor binding to DNA-cellulose apparently by competing with DNA. The data suggest a role of RNA in estrogen receptor activation.